Jasper HS
Clubs and Organizations
2021-2022
Jasper High School has a wide range of clubs and activities for students to choose from. We encourage all students to find an area at school to get involved. If students cannot find an area that interests them, we hope they will start a new club that will add to the diversity of groups on campus.
How to Join a Club

- Ask the sponsor of the club for permission
- Attend the meetings
- Some clubs and organizations have dues
- Some have applications and tryouts (i.e. PAL, STUCO, Drill Team, Cheerleading, and most sports)
How to Start a Club

- **Find a teacher to sponsor and host the club** (in his/her classroom or virtually)
- Fill out and submit the digital form provided by the district. This can be obtained from pisd.edu/jasper -> organization -> “this form”.
- Once submitted, the form will need to be approved by your sponsor, Mrs. Radford, and the district Student Services department before you may begin meeting.
- Once approved, you can make plans with your teacher sponsor to begin hosting your club meetings.
Curricular vs. Non-Curricular

Curricular:
Do not submit approval year to year, unless there is a change in the teacher sponsor.

Jasper Curricular Clubs

Non-Curricular:
Submit approval year to year.
Art Club:

Teacher Sponsors:
Adriane Anderson
Sara Stevens

Contact Information:
adriane.anderson@pisd.edu
sara.stevens@pisd.edu

About the Club: To offer students interested in art opportunities outside of class time, the ability to explore learning and creating art.
AVID CLUB is all about encouraging students to succeed at school and life. We spread college and career awareness and think of ways we can be leaders on campus.

WHEN & WHERE: FIRST MEETING IS SEPTEMBER 15 IN MS VINSON’S ROOM 2021 DURING CONNECT

We usually meet on the FIRST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH in Ms. Vinson’s room during CONNECT.
BioClub

BioClub meets Mondays at 4:30. The goal of BioClub is to prepare for the Biology Olympiad competition, perform virtual labs, participate in virtual discussions of current Biology topics and invite virtual guest speakers to discuss their research and its implications. This year we are adding a community service aspect to the club. Our goal is to bring awareness school wide to current Biology issues and to create virtual labs for elementary students to do at home.

Sponsor: Mrs. Poovey
Contact info: michele.poovey@pisd.edu
BPA is a club focusing around business, finance, and computer science. The primary activity of BPA at Jasper is participating in competitions at the regional and potentially state and national levels.

Meetings are held on a as needed basis in Mrs. Peck’s room 1150.
Google Classroom Code #concjh7
Instagram: @jaspertheatre
Sponsor: Robin Moss
Email: robin.moss@pisd.edu
Room 114

WHO CAN JOIN: Any Jasper student that loves acting, technical theatre, or theatre!

WHAT DO WE DO: Monthly meetings, social events, and local and professional theatre productions.

WHEN DO WE MEET: At least once a month during Connect. Most activities are after school.

Opportunity to earn International Thespian Points
JASPER MATH CLUB

Looking to participate in mathematics-related activities or competitions?

Students interested in furthering their math skills should join the official Jasper Math Club to learn about math in a friendly and cooperative environment!

Everyone welcome!

Sponsors & Contacts

Mrs. Thomas
laurie.thomas@pisd.edu
Ms. Surani
shama.surani@pisd.edu
Mrs. Zhong
vivian.zhong@pisd.edu

Join our Discord and Facebook:
tinyurl.com/jaspermathclub
tinyurl.com/jaspermathfb
What we do

We're here to help you explore careers and prepare for college

- Only a monthly commitment
- Learn from a variety of professionals
- Ask them specific questions
- Network with guest speakers
Content Creators Club

Google Classroom Code: gitdntv

Content creation has a wide variety, ranging from teaching math on Youtube to posting memes and singing the cover of a song. This club encourages students to be able to share their interests on social media, in order to allow them to spread their passion to others, and also ignite confidence and better skills in those who create the media. There is a place for anyone and everyone here! All you have to do is be yourself, and you’re good to go!

When: 4:20 - 4:50; Every other Wednesday

Where: Room 2020

Sponsor: Ms. Supple

daniellesupple.howa@pisd.edu
D&D Club


What: A roleplaying adventure game where you explore dungeons and fight enemies according to the whims of the dice.

When: Every other Friday after school

Where: Ms. Ramesh’s room 1082

Why...I mean...How: Join GC: wowbihz and/or ask Ms. Ramesh to join!
Finance & Investment Club

Classroom Code: lsf27wt

**Learn** about Finance and Economics

**Learn** investing strategies and how financial markets work

**Play** a nation wide stock market game

**Compete** in various Finance related competitions and events

Weekly meetings during Wednesday Connect

Club Sponsor: Coach Warren

*No experience necessary to join*
Club de français
Jasper French Club

Bonjour! Come celebrate French and Francophone language and culture with us! Our goal is to explore the French language and culture together while learning about French holidays and traditions. Everyone is welcome!

Venez nombreux!

Sponsor: Madame Zimmerman
Contact: jordan.zimmerman@pisd.edu
Girls in STEM

Teacher Sponsors: Grace Haug

Contact Information: grace.haug@pisd.edu

About the Club: Girls in STEM supports young women interested in pursuing a career in science, technology, engineering and math, and it aims to close the gender gap through workshops, activities and exposure to leaders in STEM fields.
Interested in the healthcare field? Want to learn about different healthcare careers? Do you like competing? Like to volunteer? Want to build leadership skills?

Join the HOSA Google classroom to learn more and stay connected!
Class code: ijelqsl

Sponsor: Ms. Scott
Jasper Jaguar Robotics

We compete in FTC: build, code, play...Gracious Professionalism!

Contact: stephen.woods@pisd.edu
Key Club

About the club: This club is an international service organization. The purpose of this club is to create young leaders, by volunteering with the public and school. **We want to encourage leadership by serving others.** More info about Key Club can be found at: [https://www.keyclub.org](https://www.keyclub.org).

Sponsor: Ms. Garcia - Raquel.Garcia@pisd.edu
Name of Club/Organization: **LASER (Science Fair)**

Teacher Sponsors: **Mrs. Desai and Mrs. Walls**

Contact Information: 
- vashka.desai@pisd.edu
- teresa.walls@pisd.edu

About the Club: If you love science, engineering, technology or math, then LASER is the club for you! Science fair is a very popular activity at Jasper and you must join LASER Club in order to participate. Our school has a proud history of science achievement, with many students advancing to the state and even the international fairs.

**Come achieve with us!**
JHS Mock Trial

**Name of Club/Organization:** Mock Trial

**Teacher Sponsor:** Mrs. McBride

**Contact Information:** Shaarvi Vancha
shaarvi.vancha.1@mypisd.net

**About the Club:** Mock Trial is a competition in which students simulate a real trial. The case remains the same throughout the year and alternates between a civil and a criminal case every year. The case is fictional and takes place in the fictional state of Midlands. We meet on Mondays after school until 6:00 and have optional practices throughout the week.
National Honor Society

Teacher Sponsors: Ms. Diers and Ms. Surani

Contact Information:
Heidi.Diers@pisd.edu
shama.surani@pisd.edu

About the Club: National Honor Society is one of the nation’s oldest, largest, and most prestigious student recognition programs. Students who are interested will begin the year as candidates. Candidates will have the potential to be inducted as members after demonstrating their devotion to the three pillars of the organization: service, character, and scholarship. To be considered, students must be in 10th grade, maintain a GPA of 3.600, complete their required service hours, and conduct themselves as models for excellence among their peers.
Heidi Diers  
heidi.diers@pisd.edu

Join us 3rd period and help document 2021-2022 at Jasper! Photography, captions, journalism, layouts, & a chance to be part of The Jag!

No experience necessary - just a willingness to work hard, capture your classmates from behind a lens and produce a book of memories that will outlast the trendy social Media sites, and showcase the relevant events of a once-in-a-lifetime year!

Be a part of a diverse group that will help with the technology, creative writing, design, record keeping, logistics and photography!
JROTC

**Teacher Sponsor:** SGM Joseph Camacho

**Contact Information:** joseph.camacho@pisd.edu

**School JROTC Websites:**
- **Shepton:** [https://www.pisd.edu/Domain/9196](https://www.pisd.edu/Domain/9196)
- **Jasper:** [https://www.pisd.edu/Domain/9562](https://www.pisd.edu/Domain/9562)

**About the Club:** JROTC is designated to teach/impact upon high school students the associated American values of citizenship, leadership, service to the community, personal responsibility, and a sense of accomplishment through practical "hands on" experience via student-led collaborative project management opportunities while instilling self-discipline, self-esteem, and teamwork. *"Motivating young people to be better citizens"*
Jasper Speech and Debate

Teacher Sponsor: Tom McCaffrey

Contact Information: tom.mccaffrey@pisd.edu

About the Club: We have over 140 members this year and we’re very active, but while we’re listed with the other student activities, Jasper Speech and Debate is actually not a club you are able to join.

You must be a currently registered student in a Debate or Oral Interpretation class to participate in our activities, practices, and tournaments.
Join JKDC for all things KPOP! We listen to KPOP music and learn and practice dances to KPOP songs. Basically, this club is all KPOP all the time. We hope to see you at one of our meetings!
Jasper Cheer

Our team aims to build school spirit through teamwork and leadership.

Tryouts for the upcoming school year happen each spring. Incoming 9th & 10th grade Jasper students are eligible to try out. Watch for an information meeting in January/February!

Follow us on Instagram @jasperjagcheer for the latest updates!

Sponsors: Coach M (sandy.maldonado@pisd.edu) and Coach Hurley (sarah.hurley@pisd.edu)